Historically, evolutionary changes have been thought to act on much longer time scales than ecological 25 dynamics. However, a recent body of research has demonstrated that evolution that is rapid enough to 26 dramatically affect ecological dynamics can lead to feedbacks between ecological and evolutionary 27 processes. Thus, to understand the stability of ecological communities, we must also consider 28 evolutionary change in the component species. Here, we use individual-based simulations of a 29 quantitative genetic eco-evolutionary model to describe how trait evolution influences the stability of 30 ecological communities. On short time scales, faster evolutionary rates decreased the probability of 31 species extinctions as populations at low densities were rescued via trait evolution. However, on longer 32 time scales, evolutionary had little effect on the number of extinctions. The extent of short-term 33 evolutionary rescue depended on the source of trait variation; populations with variation generated 34 through mutation experienced more rescue events and were less prone to extinction, relative to 35 populations with only standing trait variation. Trait evolution leading to more rescued populations 36 increased the stability of the community on timescales relevant to conservation. Our work highlights 37 the importance of intraspecific trait variation and the evolutionary mechanisms maintaining this 38 variation for community ecology, as well as management of declining populations in a community 39 
Introduction 45
While ecology and evolutionary biology each play central roles in our understanding of patterns of 46 biological diversity, many ideas in these fields have developed independently. The time scales at which 47 where α is the maximum possible attack rate, θ is the optimal difference in trait values that maximizes 133 the attack rate, and τ determines the degree of specialization of the predator (i.e., diet breadth) ( fig.  134 
1A). 135
To describe the per-capita mortality rates due to consumption and the consumer birth rates, let 136 !! , !! , … , !! ! be the trait values of C i individuals of consumer species i. Then the per-capita mortality 137 rate due to consumption for an individual of consumer species i with trait y is 138
The per-capita mortality rate of an individual of basal species i is: 139
where x i is the trait value for all individuals of basal species i. The birth rate of an individual consumer 140 of species i with trait y is proportional to its consumption rate: 141
where the proportionality constant e corresponds to the conversion efficiency of a consumer. The first 142 term of this sum corresponds to the consumption of basal species, while the second term corresponds 143 to the consumption of hetereospecific consumers. When a consumer individual reproduces, it 144 randomly mates with another conspecific individual. The trait value of the offspring is normally 
Methods 160
We ran continuous-time, stochastic, individual-based simulations of communities following the model 161 described above. In these simulations, we tracked changes in both population densities and mean trait 162 values through time. We varied the amount of trait variation in the communities to assess the effect of 163 rapid evolution in consumers. Finally, we ran alternative sets of simulations where trait variation is 164 either generated solely through mutation or solely through pre-existing standing variation. In all cases, 165 basal species trait values were fixed through time. 166
Treatments and replication. For both trait variation regimes, we simulated eco-evolutionary dynamicsof 500 communities with N T =20 (10 consumer and 10 basal species). In all cases, basal species had 168 birth rates b = 0.25 and death rates d = 0.1, with population carrying capacities of 200 individuals. 169
Consumer attack rate parameters were held constant for all consumer species: α = 0.001, τ = 0.1, and θ 170 = 1. Consumer species converted consumed prey with efficiency e = 0.75 and died at rate δ = 0.01. 171
Each simulation ran for 10,000 time steps. We scaled these time steps to the life expectancy for a 172 species richness on extinction probability, and no significant interaction with the effects of evolution. 182
These additional results are presented in Appendix A. 183
Trait variation regimes. To explore the effect of trait variation σ 2 on community dynamics, we 184 imposed two distinct regimes that determined how trait variation was generated. In the 'standing 185 variation' regime, we introduced standing trait variation σ 2 at the beginning of each simulation, and no 186 subsequent trait variation was generated through mutation (i.e., the trait of all offspring is the midpoint 187 of their parental traits). In the 'mutation only' regime, we initiated simulations with no initial trait 188 variation, but mutations contributed to trait variation through time. In this 'mutation only' regime, all 189 intraspecific trait variation arises via mutation over the course of the simulations. Comparison between 190 these trait variation regimes allows us to determine whether lineage sorting of standing variation or 191 continual mutation and selection contributes more to evolutionary effects on community dynamics 192
(Appendix B). 193
Extinctions and species persistence. For both consumer and basal species, we measured stability 194 through species persistence, i.e., the fraction of species persisting throughout the simulations. We 195 measured both the rate of species losses as well as the total number of extinctions at the end of the 196 simulations. The simulation data allowed us not only to determine the number of species extinctions in 197 each community (extent of extinction), but also the timing of these extinction events (dynamics and 198 rate of extinctions). We then compared how trait evolution affects the extent and rate of species We calculated the number of threshold crossings from smoothed population trajectory data to ignore 218 small, random changes in population densities using the 'filter' function in R. While we quantified the 219 number of threshold crossings, our presentation focuses on the number of rescues (the floor of half of 220 the number of threshold crossings), the biologically more relevant quantity. For each rescue event, 221 then, the population can either persist or subsequently go extinct. 222
Dynamics of trait variation. We examined the dynamics of trait variation with two methods. First, we 223 quantified the standard deviation of population trait values for all populations through time for both the 224 mutation only and standing variation regimes. This approach gave a general picture of differences in 225 how trait variation was generated and maintained in the simulated communities. Second, we 226 investigated whether the patterns of intraspecific trait variation correlated with population rescues. To 227 do so, we measured trait variation in populations at the times at which they crossed the low density 228 threshold L. That is, at the time when a population crossed L, we measured the standard deviation in its 229 trait values. All simulations and subsequent data analyses were written and performed in R (R Core 230
Development Team 2014). 231
Results 232
Extinction and persistence 233
The parameter controlling the rate of trait evolution (σ 2 ) influenced the dynamics of population 
Population rescues 255
For any given number of rescues, populations can either persist or eventually go extinct. We found that 256 the number of populations that undergo rescue (2+ crossings) increases with σ 2 , while the number of 257 populations that directly go extinct (one threshold crossing) or persist at high density without falling to 258 low density (zero threshold crossings) decreases with σ 2 ( fig. 5A ). 259
Trait variation regimes 260
In simulations in which trait variation is generated via mutations, the proportion of populations that 261 were rescued one or multiple times increased with σ 2 ( fig. 5A ). By contrast, in simulations with only 262 standing variation, the proportion of populations that were rescued once increased with σ 2 , but the 263 proportion of multiple rescues (which is close to zero) was relatively unaffected by σ 2 ( fig. 5B ). 264
Trait variation due to mutations or standing genetic variation differentially affected the proportion of 265 populations that persisted without falling to low density (zero threshold crossings) ( fig. 5 ). With 266 mutational input, the proportion of these persisting populations decreased rapidly at low values of σ 2 , 267 and then slightly increased at high values of σ 2 . With standing variation only, the proportion of these 268 persisting populations decreased in a linear fashion with increasing σ 2 . 269
Exhaustion of genetic variation 270
Mutations generated trait variation throughout the simulations as long as populations persisted, while 271 trait variation was exhausted quickly when initial standing variation was the only source of trait 272 variation ( fig. 6A ). Mutations generated trait variation to the same level of variation that existed at the 273 beginning of the standing variation regime within 100 time steps (~2.5 basal species generations) at the 274 beginning of the simulations. However, mutations continually renewed this variation, whereas without 275 mutations, the variation was rapidly lost. 276
At times of crossing the threshold density, the standard deviation of trait values was significantly 277 higher for the mutation only regime (fig. 6B ). In particular, at the time of secondary rescue events (4+threshold crossings), the trait variation in the standing variation only regime fell to virtually zero ( fig.  279   6C) . By contrast, the standard deviations in trait values for the 'mutation only' regime were 280 approximately equal for all secondary threshold crossings, with slightly lower values at the first 281
crossing. This suggests that before the first threshold crossing, at which point the population is 282 decreasing, mutations had not generated as much variation as later in the simulation. Indeed, with 283 standing variation, the mean time to the first rescue event was significantly lower than the mutation 284 only regime (Mann-Whitney U test, p < 0.0001; fig. B1 ). In the absence of evolution, extinctions occur very rapidly until the community reaches a stable state 295 (fig. 4) . If species in a community are unable to evolve, the initial community trait structure will 296 determine which species go extinct. For instance, if the trait values of the initial community result in 297 very low attack rates by a consumer species (no or few prey individuals available), then that population 298 will starve and go extinct. Likewise, a consumer near the optimum on a basal species can rapidly drive 299 the basal species extinct through consumption. This overexploitation can subsequently lead to theconsumer species' extinction. 301
At low values of σ 2 , consumers are able to evolve to overexploit basal species and drive them extinct. 302
This overexploitation does not occur at higher mutational variances because the consumer attack rates 303 are spread out among more basal species, allowing each population to maintain growth despite some 304 consumption. Because there is no trait variation in basal species, increasing trait variation in consumer 305 populations means that more consumer individuals are further away from the optimal trait difference 306 from basal species (θ), thereby lowering average attack rates, and generating a fitness load on 307 consumers ( fig. C1 ). The consumers driving basal species extinct leads to an increase in subsequent 308 consumer extinctions, resulting in a slight peak in the extent of consumer extinctions at σ 2 = 0.1 ( fig.  309 
4E). 310
With trait variation, consumer species are able to evolve to consume new species if they drive one 311 extinct. This can particularly be seen in basal species ( fig. 4A) , where the accumulation of extinctions 312 reaches an approximate equilibrium quickly, while with trait variation, basal extinctions continue to 313
accumulate. An analogous, but less pronounced, pattern is seen in the accumulation of consumer 314 extensions ( fig. 4B ). However, as sigma values increase further, the load of trait variation suppresses 315 the ability of consumers to drive prey species extinct (either basal or other consumers). This conclusion 316 is further supported in the 'standing variation only' model, in which there is no mutational input, and 317 therefore across all values of σ 2 , the curves for extinction accumulation level off more quickly ( fig.  318   B1 ). In the case of standing variation only, however, the load of trait variation vanishes because the 319 variation is quickly lost (fig. 6 ). 320
Our results illustrate two ways that intraspecific trait variation can affect ecological communities. First, 321 trait variation provides an opportunity for evolutionary change. We show that with inputs of trait and as such, ecologists should consider how trait variation affects species interactions within 333 communities for more realistic predictions for outcomes of species interactions. 334 Introducing mutation and evolution into our simulations has different effects on species extinctions 335 over short and long time scales. On shorter time scales, increasing σ 2 stabilizes communities by 336 slowing extinctions, but has diminishing effect over longer time scales. This difference among time 337 scales of the effect of increasing σ 2 is best illustrated in figure 4F , where the early negative relationship 338 flattens over time. This suggests that early evolutionary and extinction dynamics result in a community 339 structure that is relatively stable in the long term. 340
Extinction and evolution can alter the ecological connectedness in these communities, resulting in 341 novel relationships among community members. In an individual-based population genetic model of 342 predator-prey communities, Yamaguchi et al. (2011) also found that evolution could affect the number 343 of extinctions in communities. In their two-trophic level system, they found that the effects of 344 evolution on extinctions were dependent on the connectivity and genetic architecture. Evolution 345 allowed consumers to change their prey use (i.e., gain or loss of trophic links), which could increase 346 extinctions through altered competitive exclusion dynamics or decrease extinction via escape from 347 competition among predators (Yamaguchi et al. 2011 ). We also found that evolutionary losses and 348 gains of trophic links affected extinction dynamics, through overexploitation of prey species and 349 evolutionary rescue of declining consumer populations. However, unlike their model, our communities 350
were not strictly two trophic levels. In our model, because consumers can both evolve and eat each 351 other, dynamics of trophic interaction losses and gains are complex. Interestingly, Yamaguchi et al. 352 found that the specifics of the predator's genetic system dictated whether the loss or gain of trophic 353 links affected stability. Assessing the effects of variable genetic systems in our system is a compelling 354 topic for future study (Schreiber et al. 2016) . 355
356

Mechanisms of rescue 357
Our method of quantifying rescue events as the number of threshold-crossings ( fig. 4) does not provide 358 direct information for the mechanisms underlying the rescue events. In the most intuitive rescue 359 scenario, a focal population can be rescued from low density if the trait values of that focal species 360 change such that some individuals are able to survive and reproduce (e.g., evolve to utilize a new prey 361 resource). However, the mechanism of rescue may be indirect. For instance, a competing species could 362 go extinct, or trait evolution in other community members could indirectly allow the focal species to 363 rebound (e.g., Yamamichi and Miner 2015) . 364
More simply, the multiple rescue events we found at higher σ 2 values could arise from ecological 365 dynamics in which predators abundances respond to prey abundances and vice versa, such as in 366 predator-prey cycles. In such cases, the density of the 'rescued' consumer population would dip belowthe threshold density and recover as the basal species recover. However, the difference between the 368 'mutation only' and 'standing variation' regimes suggest that this is not the case. If multiple population 369 rescues were driven by ecological dynamics, we would expect those dynamics to continue regardless 370 of the regime of trait variation. In other words, if rescue events were driven purely by these ecological 371 oscillations, we would not expect to see population rescues stop after the exhaustion of genetic 372 variation in the standing variation regime (fig. 5) . Comparison of the relationship between number of 373 rescues and σ 2 across the trait variation regimes supports that trait evolution is leading to the rescue 374 events. This suggests that if populations are unable to continue to generate this intraspecific trait 375 variation, they may soon face extinction risk, as they will not be able to be rescued from subsequent 376 declines in density ( fig. 6) . 377
Implications for conservation 378
We find that evolution can substantially slow the rate of extinctions on short time scales, but that it 379 only modestly alters the extent of species loss from communities over longer periods of time. The short 380 time scales over which we observe these strong effects are on the order of ~10 basal species 381 generations, and thus relevant for most conservation efforts. The slowed extinction rate we found could 382 provide critical time necessary for secondary ecological or environmental processes to act. In 383 particular, this transient increase in persistence could be important when considering a broader 384 landscape perspective (Thompson 2005) . In this study, we have only simulated eco-evolutionary 385 dynamics in a single focal community. We did not examine any effects of immigration or emigration 386 Even with only standing genetic variation, we find that intraspecific trait variation is critical for 394 evolutionary rescue of declining populations in the short term. In fact, evolutionary rescues occur 395 significantly faster with standing variation (as opposed to waiting for relevant trait variation to 396 accumulate through mutation) ( fig. B2 ). This points to the maintenance of genetic variation in species 397 of concern as an important aspect of conservation strategy (beyond the maintenance of variation for 398 inbreeding avoidance). This suggests that in species with relatively slow generation times -and 399 therefore reduced opportunity for rapid evolution on ecological timescales --populations of these 400 species with low variation may need input of variation if they are to be rescued through evolutionary 401 mechanisms (Sgro et al. 2011; van Oppen et al. 2015; Whiteley et al. 2015) . 402
Future directions 403
Relaxing several assumptions of the current work opens compelling avenues for future research. We 404 studied an abstract trait that governs ecological interactions among species in a food web community. 
Conclusion 425
We provide evidence that intraspecific trait variation and evolution significantly stabilize diverse 426 ecological food web communities. Our eco-evolutionary simulations revealed that, on short time 427 scales, the decreased extinction risk is a result of trait variation that allows species that have fallen to 428 low density to be rescued via evolutionary changes. These results contribute to our understanding of 429 how rapid evolution can generate patterns in ecological community dynamics that do not occur in the 430 absence of intraspecific variation. Moreover, the slowing of species losses from diverse communities 431 occurs on timescales relevant to conservation and management concerns, further stressing the value of 432 evaluating concurrent ecological and evolutionary processes. Our results support the calls for 433 accounting for intraspecific trait variation found in natural populations, and the resultant capacity for 434 trait variation and rapid evolution to affect important ecological phenomena. 
